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and series of independent
random variables
Outline : 1)The use of Borel-Cantelli

2 L"version of the strong law of Large numbers
& Kolmogoror's two series theorem
4) Kolmogoror's thee series theorem
5) Strong lw of large numbers
6) Different notions of convergence .

7) Existence of an ind sequence of r. v .

The main goal of this chapher is to study limits of Xit-tXn as mes for independent ...
Recall that a property P-Plus is said to be almost sure (a.s .

) if B(SWER: P(a) holds3) = BCPhold) =1

or
, equivalently, BENER : Plu) does not hold31= PIPdoes not hold) =0.

1)The rese of Borel-Cantelli

Let (Xn)
n,

be a sequence of1 real valued random variables and (en) ns ,
a given sequence of number

Then by Borel-Cantelli lunas :

· $(Xn>&n) <+ - a.s there exists no crandoms sit nivo -> Xn &

: B(X
-

en) =3 = as Xncan for infinitely manyon
&xn> an3 are independ out)(since the events

This is very often used in conjunction with the following huma.

④



Lenne hot Xn, X be reali. Assume thatVeso
, E

,

B(IXn-X(E) <D.

Then as Xn-> X
n->x

Proof : Fix 230
. By Borel-Cantelli 1, as IXn-XIES for a sufficiently large

* it is not possible to conclude directly that as . Feco IXa-XIEd for a sufficiently large :

in general it is not possible to exchange "as" and "Von an uncountable set"A
But we can exchange "as" and "Von a table set" because a contable intersection
of events with probabilityI has probability 1.
The idea is to restrict the values ofalong a countable) sequence tending to 0 :

Vkx , as IXn-XK for a sufficiently large
Thus as. 21

, IXn-XKER for a sufficiente large

this is equal to the event$ Xn X 3.
Thu B(Xn-> X) = 1.

ENT OF LECTURE 10
Corollay Let (Xnn

,
be a sequence of independent identically distributed (id) real random-variable

④ 18 #[IX11]<0 ,
then as to

② If #[IX113 =3 ,
then as does not tend to 0.

③ If KXn converges as ,
Alen IELIX

Cy)

Prof We show that Keso
,
((K4) <1 .

To this
, using a result from the exercise sheet,

-> El#] =#[* ] = SO BC, d= gü/, > de , (1) e
and (2) follows
② Similarly we show thato =#III) B((Xa17,1
so since the events 3/XnK, n3 one independent it follows by Borel-Cantelli 2 that
a .s (infinitelyaften .

So as # - 0.
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